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Learning Objectives

By the end of this presentation, participants will:

• gain insight into the rationale for prostate cancer screening 

• review the current recommendations for the management of 
elevated PSA



Prostate Cancer 
Screening: 

When, Why and 
How



The Main Problem:

• High prevalence

• High biologic variability

• Over detection

• Overtreatment

• Morbidity associated with PSA testing
• Diagnosis

• Treatment



U.S. PLCO (Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and Ovarian) Cancer Screening Trial

• 76,685 men aged 55-74 years

• annual screening for 6 years or “usual care”

• median f/u of 13 years by 2009

• The cumulative incidence rate for PCa was slightly higher in 
the screened group with no difference in PCa mortality



ERSPC (European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer)

• 162 243 men aged 55 to 69 years

• PSA screening once q1-4 years or an unscreened control 
group

• Median f/u 11 years

• The cumulative incidence of PCa was 8.2% in the screened 
group vs 4.8% 

• PCa death was reduced by 21% and 29% after adjustment 
for noncompliance

• 9 years (NNS 1410, NND 48)



Putting Prevention
into Practice

Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care
Groupe d’étude canadien sur les soins de santé préventifs

Recommendations 2014   

Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care

July 2014



Summary of the recommendations for clinicians and policy makers  

For men aged 55-69 years, we recommend not screening for 
prostate cancer with the PSA test. 
(Weak recommendation; moderate quality evidence)

Implies that: 
Harms of screening and subsequent testing/treatment probably 
outweigh benefits, but uncertainty exists

Basis of the recommendation
• small and uncertain potential reduction in the risk of PCa

mortality

• risk of false positive results, unnecessary biopsy and 
overdiagnosis, and harms of unnecessary treatment

12



U.S. PLCO (Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and Ovarian) Cancer Screening Trial

• 76,685 men aged 55-74 years

• annual screening for 6 years or “usual care”

• median f/u of 13 years by 2009

• The cumulative incidence rate for PCa was slightly higher in 
the screened group with no difference in PCa mortality

• More men in the control arm had PSAs

• Younger men benefited from PSA screening



ERSPC (European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer)

• 162 243 men aged 55 to 69 years

• PSA screening once q1-4 years or an unscreened control 
group

• Median f/u 11 years

• The cumulative incidence of PCa was 8.2% in the screened 
group vs 4.8% 

• PCa death was reduced by 21% and 29% after adjustment 
for noncompliance

• 9 years (NNS 1410, NND 48)

• 11 years (NNS 979, NND 35) 

• 13 years (NNS 781, NND 27) 

• 16 years (NNS 570, NND 18)



Prostate Cancer Screening Meta-analysis

• 8 trials

• Findings:

• Increased PCa detection

• Stage migration (lower stage)

• When excluded trials with:

• High PSA-contamination at baseline (> 33.3%) 

• Short follow-up (< 8 years) 

→ 24% reduction in PCa mortality

Lumen N, et al. Int J Urol 2012;19:100-8



Men ages 55–69

• The decision to screen for PCa should be an individual one

• The USPSTF recommends that clinicians inform men ages 55 to 69 
years about the potential benefits and harms of PSA–based 
screening for PCa

• Screening offers a small potential benefit of reducing the chance of 
dying of PCa

• Potential harms:
• False-positive results → additional workup
• Overdiagnosis
• Overtreatment
• Treatment complications 

• C Recommendation

2017



Men age 70 and older

• The USPSTF recommends against PSA-based screening for 
prostate cancer in men age 70 years and older

• D Recommendation



Screening Principles

• Many men with PCa can be followed by AS

• A diagnosis of PCa is information used to help make decisions

…not an indication for immediate treatment

• There is a balance between the harms and benefits of 
screening

• Focus on men at the highest risk for life-threatening PCa

• Younger, Family history, African descent

• Screening applies to men expected to live at least 10 years



PSA Reflects Risk Continuously



PSA Provides a Spectrum of Risk

Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial- empiric biopsies at PSA<4

No PSA below which cancer can be definitively excluded

PSA % Prostate Cancer 

Detection
High Grade Ca

≤0.5 6.6% 12.5%

0.6-1.0 10.1%

1.1-2.0 17%

2.1-3.0 23.9% 25%

3.1-4.0 26.9%

Thompson et al. NEJM 2004; 350: 2239



Serum PSA % Probability of 
cancer

4.0–10.0 

ng/mL

17-32

>10.0 ng/mL 43-67



As a reference, age-specific, median PSA values are:

40-49 0.7 ng/mL

50-59 0.9 ng/mL

60-69 1.2 ng/mL

70-79 1.5 ng/mL A baseline PSA level median 

for age is a stronger predictor of 

future risk of prostate cancer 

than family history or race

PSA at age 60 has a strong association with the risk of death from 
prostate cancer by age 85 (AUC 0.90) with extremely low risk (≤0.2%) 
in men with PSA below the median (≤1.2 μg/L).

Vickers BMJ 

2010



DRE

• PSA is the best single test for early PCa detection

• DRE can also identify men with the disease

• Combining PSA & DRE improves overall rate of PCa detection 
when compared to either test alone 3 uncontrolled studies

• TRUS adds no additional information to the combination of PSA 
& DRE as screening tests



CUA GUIDELINES



PSA Screening:

• The CUA recommends offering PSA screening to men with a life 
expectancy greater than 10 years. 

• The decision of whether or not to pursue PSA screening should 
be based on shared decision making after the risks and 
benefits of PSA screening have been discussed 

(Level of evidence – 1b, grade of recommendation)



• For men electing to undergo PSA screening, begin PSA testing 
at age
• 50 in most men (level of evidence 1b) 

• 45 in men with a family history of PCa (Level of evidence 3a).

• Intervals between testing should be individualized based on 
previous PSA levels
• For men with PSA < 1 ng/ml, repeat PSA testing in 4 years

• For men with PSA > 1 ng/ml, repeat PSA testing in 2 years



For men electing to undergo PSA screening, the intervals between testing 

should be individualized based on previous PSA levels.



For men electing to undergo PSA screening, the intervals between testing 

should be individualized based on previous PSA levels.



For men electing to undergo PSA screening, the intervals between testing 

should be individualized based on previous PSA levels.







Adjunct strategies for PCa early diagnosis:

• Multi-parametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI):
• Not indicated before 1st biopsy

• Indicated in prior negative TRUS-guided systematic biopsy who 
demonstrate an increasing risk of having clinically significant PCa







PSA density

The use of PSAD alone for clinical decision-making is discouraged. However, 
use PSAD can be considered in men with known prostate volumes.



Biomarkers and PSA isoforms:

• Currently available biomarkers (4K score, the Prostate Health 
Index, and the PCA3 score) can be offered to interested men 
as secondary tests to further estimate the risk of harboring 
clinically significant prostate cancer

• Routine use in all men with suspected prostate cancer is not 
currently recommended

(Level of evidence: 2a, Grade of recommendation: B)



Prostate Risk Calculators

• Several prostate cancer risk calculators exist to aid in the pre-
biopsy risk stratification of men with an elevated PSA

• The most widely utilized calculators include the PCPT calculator 
and the ERSPC calculator

• Moderate discriminatory ability for predicting clinically 
significant PCa compared with PSA alone





ERSPC Risk Calculator App

• Available for PDAs

• Inputs: PSA, DRE, prior 

biopsy, prostate 

volume if available, 

Prostate Health Index 

(phi)

• Output: risk of 

detectable and 

significant prostate 

cancer on biopsy



ERSPC Risk Calculator App



Smarter Screening: Appropriate Patient Selection

• 36% of men ages ≥ 85 years in worst health had PSA test 
(unlikely to benefit)

• Careful selection of men with long life expectancy is critical for
screening and treatment

Walter et al. JAMA 2006; 296: 2336
Hugosson et al. Lancet Oncol 2010; 11: 725
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